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Abstract
Cake Tools is a revolutionary cryptocurrency project that offers a wide range of services to

Decentralized Finance (DeFi) investors.

We are staunch followers of the innovations of the Distributed Ledger Technology

(D.L.T)/Blockchain, as well as cryptocurrencies made in the world. In the last decade, we

have taken the time to follow the trends in the cryptocurrency industry learning the lessons

that come with it and finding out ways we can contribute to making the crypto-economy

better than it was.

The inputs of Satoshi Nakamoto towards this financial revolution would not be forgotten for

many decades to come. Cryptocurrencies, which were flagged off with the launch of the

Bitcoin (BTC) cryptocurrency, have now become tools for financial emancipation. Young and

old, as well as the affluent and poor, can now participate in this financial ecosystem that

rewards everyone.

As a team that continually roots for cryptocurrency adoptions, we found out some potential

challenges that could set back the hands of time, as far as cryptocurrency adoptions were

concerned. From costly transaction fees to limited tools for analyzing the market; the

problems are quite many.

We have benefited massively from the cryptocurrency industry. Thus, we deemed it fit to

make our contributions in whatever capacity we can to ensure that the adoptions of

different crypto asset classes were continued.

Our special concentration is on the Decentralized Finance (DeFi) sector of the crypto

economy. This is a sector that has witnessed the introduction of new crypto products and

services, as well as massive adoptions.
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Currently, the DeFi ecosystem is fraught with many challenges, ranging from high gas

fees and sometimes, lags in transactions.

More so, we have discovered that the Binance Smart Chain is a great crypto project that

would do wonders if it can overcome some of the problems.

It is in light of those reasons that we launch Cake Tools to be a Charting Hub of the

Binance Smart Chain trading ecosystem.

It is our firm belief that the variety of products and services that Cake Tools offers would

be relevant in the scheme of things, as we transition from the old way of trading DeFi to

the newer and advanced model created by Cake Tools.

Whether you are a Decentralized Finance (DeFi) investor or you trade DeFi asset classes,

you can rest assured that Cake Tools has your interests at heart.

The publication of this Whitepaper reflects the dedication of the Cake Tools team to let

the cryptocurrency community into the efforts and strategies we are using to enable

smart transactions for all the Decentralized Finance (DeFi) projects and asset classes

listed on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) ecosystem, including those on Decentralized

Exchanges (DEXs).
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Introduction
Cryptocurrencies took the financial system in the world by storm in 2009 when a

Whitepaper titled Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System was released by an

individual or a group of individuals called Satoshi Nakamoto.

The Whitepaper explained some of the financial declines at the time (and which continue

to play out today, anyway). It went on to propose a new form of finance; one that would

be facilitated via cryptography.

The debut of the Bitcoin Whitepaper was soon followed by the launch of the Bitcoin

(BTC) cryptocurrency. Despite the financial regulations and clamp down on the early

adopters, Bitcoin (BTC) continued to dazzle like a colossus. Today, we can see how the

Bitcoin resistance has paid off, with the value of 1 Bitcoin touching $60k earlier in 2021.

Source: https://www.coindesk.com/price/bitcoin
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Such an asset class needs to be studied to see a way of integrating it into the traditional

payment systems for collective prosperity.

With the reverse continually being the case, it became imperative to fast-track Bitcoin

adoption, as well as the adoptions of the other crypto asset classes, such as Alternative

Coins (Altcoins) and crypto tokens.

The need for that resulted in the introduction of Decentralized Finance (DeFi). It must be

mentioned that the overall concept of Decentralized Finance (DeFi) is the primary

designation of cryptocurrencies. DeFi works on a financial model that cuts off

intermediaries and in their place, enthrones peer transactions.

It has been a long time coming because that was the original concept of cryptocurrencies

– to enable transactions between or among multiple persons without relying on or using

any third party or financial institutions, such as banks.

With the introduction and adoption of different DeFi asset classes, one would think that

the problem was over. But, it was far from been over, because the challenges just tripled.

Today, the DeFi ecosystem is increasingly exposed to multiple issues that could either

make or mar the existence of this new financial system. Considering that the DeFi

ecosystem is still in its infancy and many potential investors are yet to gain its literacy, it

could be a walk in the park.

Therefore, we propose that the unification of everything DeFi should be fast-tracked so

that more investors can come in, and the market can move forward.

Our flagship cryptocurrency and DeFi project, Cake Tools has a lot to bring to the table

of Decentralized Finance (DeFi). We are targeting both existing and interested investors

who are wholly interested in taking charge of their financial freedom while cutting down

their risk exposure to the volatile crypto market.
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Cake Tools is much more than a DeFi project. It is a cryptocurrency movement that will

help experienced and amateur cryptocurrency investors and traders to navigate the

volatile cryptocurrency market, and come out making more money than their

cryptocurrency wallets can contain.
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Executive Summary
The volatility of the cryptocurrency market works in two ways. On the one hand,

investors and traders with risk tolerance want to try their hands without minding the

potentials of losing money in the process. On the other hand, some investors would rather

stay on the sideline until they are sure the market is profitable before they can venture

into it.

No matter the side you want to stand, the fact is that risk exposure is one of the factors

that are considered when making important financial decisions. In the case of

cryptocurrencies, you need to double down on your risk tolerance so you don’t lose more

money than you make.

Cake Tools is a cryptocurrency project that is passionate about helping cryptocurrency

investors to make more money than they lose. This is done by providing you with an array

of tools you need to analyze the market at any point in time.

Currently, only a few Decentralized Finance (DeFi) projects on the Binance Smart Chain

(BSC) offer advanced tools as we do. If they had those tools, we are sure that traders

and investors would make better trading decisions, even during bearish seasons.

That informed the reason why we came up with several trading tools to help you trade

with confidence. We are committed to this course to become a leading Charting Hub on

the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) ecosystem.

It is via this means that we will contribute our quota to the continued growth of the

Decentralized Finance (DeFi) economy in particular and the Binance Smart Chain (BSC)

ecosystem in general.
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1.   Market Opportunity
If there is any financial market in the world that has more opportunities to create wealth,

it has to be the cryptocurrency market. This is not the traditional money market that

involves intermediaries or other forms of centralized control. Yet, the market

capitalization of the cryptocurrency industry has been on a steady rise. As more

cryptocurrency projects and products are launched, more funds will be introduced to the

market.

Likewise, the Decentralized Finance (DeFi) ecosystem shares a huge chunk of the money

flow because of the range of working products and asset classes that attract investors.

Worthy of mention is that the Decentralized Finance (DeFi) didn’t just break out of the

bullish trend line like a cryptocurrency heading for the moon.

Instead, it has been under intense developments in the last couple of years, especially in

the days of Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) when it was used as a model for

raising seed funds for new cryptocurrency projects.

What we see today in DeFi is many years of innovations and resilience. It goes to show

that the DeFi ecosystem is still set for another leg up as it surges for more market

capitalizations in the cryptocurrency economy.
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2.   Cake Tools – The Charting Hub of the

Binance Smart Chain Trading Ecosystem

In light of the several challenges in the Binance Smart Chain ecosystem, we deemed it

wise to create a new tool that would be beneficial to both DeFi investors and Binance

users as a whole.

That tool is Cake Tool. It is the charting hub of the Binance Smart Chain trading

ecosystem. Most of the features and tools that are missing on traditional Binance Smart

Chain are available here.

Our project is committed to redefining the Decentralized Finance (DeFi) economy so that

more DeFi projects, especially those on the Binance Smart Chain can have

more tools to thrive.
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Also, we want to use the wide range of products on Cake Tools to help Binance Smart

Chain in its commitment to offer more opportunities for DeFi. That way, we would get past

the lapses tenable in the Ethereum blockchain.

2.1. Target Audience
Cake Tools is a Charting Hub that caters to the needs of a wide range of investors. First,

we will start with Decentralized Finance (DeFi) where our products are needed the most.

If we complete that phase successfully, it would be a walkover for other niches in the

crypto-economy because DeFi is one of the critical sectors of the cryptocurrency

economy.

It is pertinent to point out here that Cake Tools has more potential that would be

extended to other crypto sectors. In the future, we will look for ways to integrate our

products into other cryptocurrency markets as a way of contributing to the growth of the

crypto-economy.

It is pertinent to point out here that Cake Tools has more potential that would be

extended to other crypto sectors. In the future, we will look for ways to integrate our

products into other cryptocurrency markets as a way of contributing to the growth of the

crypto-economy.

2.2. Cake Tools Charting Hub Realities
The reality of what we want to achieve is that we would create a thriving environment for

smarter transactions for most of the DeFi projects and assets that are listed on the

Binance Smart Chain decentralized exchange.

Cake Tools is creating a scenario whereby DeFi investors wouldn’t have anything to

worry about as far as decentralized transactions are concerned. All the tools they need to

make informed trading decisions are available on Cake Tools.
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Moreover, this is the first of its kind on the Binance Smart Chain. While there are similar

DeFi trackers on the BSC, most of them are either missing out on one important

component or not featuring some of the tools DeFi investors need.

By incorporating most of these tools (after careful market research), Cake Tools stands a

better chance to redefine BSC DeFi trading on decentralized exchanges.

The future of finance is decentralized. For it to remain that way and improve in the

coming years, innovations must be in place. Tackling the low latency in DeFi market data

transmission, providing important details of the market, and monitoring the market are

some of the ways the DeFi market can be positioned for better opportunities.

Those and many more are some of the tools and working products we have carefully

researched and put into motion as we roll out this innovative DeFi charting hub, Cake

Tools.

2.3. Cake Tools Products

Cake Tools has key features that make up the components and products this project

offers. The delegation and application of those components in the areas where they are

needed in the DeFi sector certainly help traders to make informed decisions, even when

the market is uncertain.

Here are some of the components and products we are leveraging to bolster the seamless

trade of DeFi assets listed on Binance Smart Chain decentralized exchanges:
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2.3.1.  Automatic Market Maker

Aggregator

PancakeSwap and BakerySwap are two of the most popular Automated Market Makers

(AMMs) on the Binance Smart Chain.

They were launched within the time when Uniswap slowly moved from being one of the

best AMMs in terms of lower trading fees to be one of the costliest.

Now, DeFi investors and traders use PancakeSwap and BakerySwap ore often because

the trading fees are low.

Cake Tools want to help you get the most out of your DeFi trades. That is why we include a

swap function in our product so that you can instantly swap or aggregate crypto tokens

from both the BakerySwap and PancakeSwap AMMs.

This means that every aspect of your interactions with the aforementioned AMMs will be

facilitated from one platform – Cake Tools.

By enabling automation and crypto token swaps, Cake Tools allows you to swap your

crypto tokens in real-time without leaving the Cake Tools website.

Also, we have included a search feature on Cake Tools so you can easily search, view, and

obtain data of the several crypto tokens trading on PancakeSwap and BakerySwap.
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2.3.2.  Real-Time Charts
Trading Decentralized Finance (DeFi) assets on Decentralized Exchanges (DEXs) and

Automated Market Makers (AMMs) may be fast.

But, you will be missing out on important features, such as real-time data transmission.

This has nothing to do with the non-interoperability of blockchains. It is mostly because

AMMS and decentralized cryptocurrency trading platforms are yet to map out ways to

include real-time charts on their pools.

Cake Tools will be the first BSC DeFi project to do that. We provide real-time charts

because we understand how frustrating it can be to trade without understanding the

direction of the crypto market at any point in time.

The real-time charts we are offering have many features that DeFi investors and traders

will need to make informed trading decisions.

2.3.2.1. Data Pooled from PancakeSwap

and BakerySwap APIs

Cake Tools boasts of the real-time charts and crypto market data provision because we

collaborate with the PancakeSwap and BakerySwap AMMs.

By using the APIs of those two AMMs, it will be easier for Cake Tools to source and pool

crypto market data in real-time.
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2.3.2.2.      All Data and Candlesticks are

Available

Cake Tools is out to provide you with all the tools you need to make important DeFi trading

decisions. That is why we don’t stop at anything to make that work.

The real-time charts we are offering also include candlesticks so you can check the

historical data of the DeFi assets you want to be certain they are worth

investing in at the time.

Generally, the charting systems are designed to help you plot your entry and exit from the

market.

2.4. Token Browser

Cryptocurrencies have since created more opportunities even in the real world. Notable

among that is the Brave Browser, the dedicated web browser of the Basic Attention Token

(BAT).

We are doing different and better this time by providing a Token Browser. This browser

doubles as a web browser and a medium for you to search your favorite DeFi assets and

crypto tokens.

With the Cake Tools Token Browser, you can do many things, such as searching for new

crypto tokens and mining/earning cryptocurrencies.
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2.4.1.  Search and Analyze Crypto Tokens

The first feature of the Cake Tools Token Browser is the simplified process of searching

for new crypto tokens that are trading on the Binance Smart Chain decentralized

exchanges.

All you need do is to enter the ticker for the tokens or the full name of the tokens so that

the Cake Tools Token Browser will instantly search and make available the crypto tokens

you are looking for.

2.4.2.  Live Chart

The Cake Tools Token Browser also features a Live Chart. This feature will help you to

view the current value/price of the crypto token you are researching. Also, you will use

the Live Chart functionality to view the historical value/price of the crypto token.

2.4.3. Trading Pairs

The Cake Tools Token Browser also publishes the available trading pairs of the crypto

token you are looking for. This aims at helping you to learn about the different crypto

asset classes that are tied to the crypto token you want to trade.

2.4.4. Bookmark Your Favorite Crypto

Tokens
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With over 6000 cryptocurrencies of different asset classes; you have many kinds of

research to make. In the process, you may lose focus or forget about a gem you earlier

spotted.

You don’t have to worry about that because the Bookmark feature of the Cake Tools

Token Browser allows you to bookmark several crypto tokens, as well as their trading

pairs.

That way, you can always go back to start researching on the token when you have the

time to do so.

2.5. Wallet Tracker

Tracking cryptocurrency portfolios is also one of the features that Cake Tools offer. It is

offered via the Wallet Tracker tool.

We believe that a successful DeFi investment starts with monitoring your investments and

hedging your risks. A better way to start is by tracking your wallets, taking note of the

transactions you have made.

Tracking cryptocurrency transactions is not a new phenomenon, but we are reinventing it

with the Cake Tools Wallet Tracker. Instead of using an explorer, such as

Blockchain/com/explorer or Blockcypher; you can do it from one interface.

The Wallet Tracker tool is included in Cake Tools, so you don’t need to leave the Cake

Tools website to track your cryptocurrency transactions or that of a third party.

2.5.1. On-Chain Data
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The Cake Tools Wallet Tracker works by gathering tons of on-chain data. That way, it

would be easier to source and transmit data of cryptocurrency wallet transactions within

the Binance Smart Chain.

2.5.2.  Wallet History

You can also view the history of any cryptocurrency wallet that transacts via the Binance

Smart Chain.

2.5.3.  Wallet Tracking

The Cake Tools Wallet Tracker essentially tracks the activities of different cryptocurrency

wallets on the Binance Smart Chain.

You can also save the wallets that interest you, especially when you want to monitor the

transactions of that wallet. You can also do the same with your cryptocurrency

wallet.

2.6.    Whale Browser

This is one of the innovative features of the Cake Tools range of services. Whales play an

important role in the cryptocurrency market. Most times, the activities of the whales can

determine if the cryptocurrency market will move up or crash for some time.

That is why we integrated a tool to help you stay updated on the activities of Whales, who

have more funds to spare as far as cryptocurrency trading and investment is concerned.

The tool is called Whale Browser.
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2.6.1.  View Large Transactions

Because Whales have more funds to throw around, they stand a better chance to

manipulate the cryptocurrency market. They can easily pump the price of a crypto asset

and dump the same soon after.

Most times, cryptocurrency traders and investors are now abreast with the events until it

is too late. It doesn’t have to be that way. You can now use the Whale Browser provided

by Cake Tools to stay abreast with the activities of the Whales.

The first feature of the Whale Browser is that it allows you to view large transactions.

These voluminous transactions can only be facilitated by the Whales. Viewing the same

can also form a better part of your trading decisions.

For example, if the large transactions were BUY orders, it means that more funds have

been pushed into the crypto market and the value of the crypto asset(s) that was

purchased will go up soon.

With that in mind, you know it is a good time to buy or invest in the asset. Likewise, if the

large transactions were SELL orders, it is a sign that the Whales are about to

dump or crash the market.

So, you can either convert your traded crypto assets to a stablecoin like USDT or set a

tight Stop Loss to prevent your portfolio from losing more funds than you can endure.

2.6.2. Monitor Liquidity Movements
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Liquidity is very essential in cryptocurrency transactions. It is mostly needed in Binance

Smart Chain decentralized exchanges.

With the Cake Tools Whales Monitor, you can instantly monitor when liquidity is added to

a BSC decentralized exchange, and when the same is moved out of it.

The influx of Liquidity Providers (LPs) into BSC DEXs and AMMs means that traders will

enjoy low transaction fees and real-time transaction confirmation.

On the other hand, moving liquidity out of the platforms means that the transaction fees

will shoot up and the confirmation time will take more time than required.

With that information obtained from the Cake Tools Whale Browser, you will make an

informed trading decision on the best time and exchange to trade.

For example, if liquidity movements flowed more into PancakeSwap than BakerySwap,

you want to use PancakeSwap because the opportunities for a successful trade are

feasible on the platform.

2.6.3. Big Swaps

Another innovative feature of the Cake Tools Whale Browser is Big Swaps. This feature

helps you to learn when specific crypto tokens are swapped in large volumes. It will also

help you make better trading decisions.

2.7. Live Price Notifications

Aside from monitoring the DeFi market using the other parameters, you also want to

follow up with the value/price of crypto assets.
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Cake Tools makes that possible via the Live Price notifications feature that informs you of

the current market valuations of specific crypto assets and the cryptocurrency market in

general.

3. Cake Tools Token (CKT)

Cake Tools Token with the ticker, CKT is the native crypto token of Cake Tools. This native

token will be used for most of the financial activities on Cake Tools.

Aside from being the primary financial instrument that powers Cake Tools, the Cake Tools

Token (CKT) also has other use cases. We are committed to making it one of the most

functional DeFi tokens that will beat the functions of other DeFi assets.

Unlike some other DeFi tokens that operate mainly as words on paper with no real-world use

case, the CKT token has a different element to its uses. The most outstanding is that it will

be used as the financial instrument that unlocks the Cake Tools DApp when it is ready.

3.1. Cake Tools Token Membership Plans
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Cake Tools is much more than a Charting and Tooling tool for the Binance Smart Chain. It is

also an ecosystem that researches incubates and delegates relevant tools that you need to

make important trading decisions, especially those that pertain to the Decentralized

Finance (DeFi) market.

For that purpose, we have created the Cake Tools Membership Plans to help DeFi investors

to DeFi investors who want to receive important market updates before everyone else.

Worthy of note is that the Cake Tools Token (CKT) will be the primary payment option, as

that is one of the ways we can increase the value of the CKT token as a DeFi token.

The Membership Plans we offer are divided into three segments so that the interests and

financial capacities of different DeFi investors can be accommodated.

Here are the Cake Tools Membership Plans:

3.1.1. Basic

The Basic membership plan is for new users and those who want to test-run the offers we

make on the Cake Tools Membership Plans before committing funds to subscribe. You may

not even need to hold the Cake Tools Token (CKT) to access the Basic plan.

Since this is the basic or starter plan, the subscription fee is free. As a subscriber, you are

entitled to the following:

Bookmarks
You are allowed to bookmark the best trading pairs of DeFi assets so you can always refer

to the bookmarks when you want to research or invest in the assets.
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Pair and Pool Explorer

We make the job of finding the best trading easier for you by offering you the Pair and Pool

Explorer. With this explorer, you will conveniently find the liquidity pools and the DeFi

assets that are trading on them.

Live Chart

Follow the activities in the crypto market in general and the DeFi market in particular from

one interface.

The Live Chart feature keeps you abreast with how emotions, news, and rumors are driving

price action in the market.

Multipleswap Interface

This is the first of its kind in the DeFi market. The Multipleswap Interface allows you to swap

multiple DeFi assets from one interface.

Stable Coin Pairs

In addition to DeFi asset trading pairs, the Basic plan of CKT Membership also offers you an

opportunity to check and use the stable coin pairs to trade and invest in the DeFi market.

Whaleswap Explorer
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Be the first to know when a Whale comes into the market. The Whaleswap Explorer reveals

large volumes of DeFi asset swaps. With that, you can determine when to enter and when to

exit the market, depending on the type of swap involved.

3.1.2.  Ultimate

This is the first paid option for the Cake Tools Membership Plan. The Ultimate Plan requires

you to qualify in two ways. The first option is to hold at least 15,000 units of the Cake Tools

Token (CKT). The other qualification option is to pay the Monthly Subscription Fee of $65 if

you are paying with USDT or $100 if you are paying in CKT.

Some of the benefits of subscribing for the Ultimate Plan are:

Trade Positions

One of the reasons why some traders lose money when trading DeFi assets is because they

want to be everywhere at the same time. Trading cryptocurrencies (of which DeFi assets are

one) demands patience and mastery. That is why traders are advised to only use the trading

style or position that works for them.
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Investing: Suitable for DeFi investors who are patient enough to wait for the desired or

projected target to be completed. Investors are focused on building their positions in the

DeFi asset and will stick with their positions until the set target is achieved.

Day Trading: This is the opposite of Investing in DeFi assets because it involves trading

for a day or two to make profits.

Scalping: Scalping is one of the least trading positions because traders use it to make

profits in a few minutes or a couple of hours.

As a subscriber Ultimate Plan, you will learn about the trade positions that suit you. Factors,

such as your tolerance, tastes, expectations, and risk tolerance will be considered so the best

trading style or position that suits you will be proposed.

Some of the popular trading styles and positions are:

You will also learn about how to maximize other trading positions, such as Intraday Trading,

Range Trading, Position Trading, and Swing Trading.

CKT Bot

We have a bot that will help you make informed trading decisions. You can rely on it because

it is trained for the job.

Wallet Information

This plan also provides you with the details of different wallets on the Binance Smart Chain

ecosystem.
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Pair and pool explorer

Bookmark for best pairs

Multipleswap interface

Live chart

Stable coin pairs

Whaleswap explorer

Trade Analysis

Analyzing your DeFi trades cannot be as easy as Cake Tools makes it to be. The Ultimate Plan

offers you data and trade analysis so you can make informed trading decisions.

No Ads

Subscribing to the Ultimate Plan of the Cake Tools Membership Plan is an excellent way for

you to enjoy all that the plan has to offer without any interruptions in the form of adverts.

Price Alerts

Stay in the loop with changes in the market value of DeFi assets with the Live Price

notifications option that gives you real-time alerts on price increase or decrease.

The Ultimate Plan of the Cake Tools Membership also features the Basic Plan packages, such

as:

3.1.3. Boss

This is currently, the most advanced variant of the Cake Tools Membership Plans. The Boss

Plan features most of the tools and features you need to become a better DeFi trader.
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Unlimited Best Pairs: Subscribing for the Boss Plan allows you to have access to unlimited

and best trading pairs for the DeFi assets trading on the Binance Smart Chain

decentralized exchange. This is better than the limited options you have on the other

plans.

CKT Rewards: You will also qualify for some of the incentives that Cake Tools will

distribute to the token holders and subscribers to its Membership Plans.

All you need to access the Boss Membership Plan is to hold at least 75,000 units of the Cake

Tools Token (CKT).

Some of the tools included in the plan are:

The Boss Membership Plan also features the packages in both the Basic and Ultimate plans.

More exclusive offers will be announced soon.
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Disclaimer
This Whitepaper is for informational and discussion purposes only. This Whitepaper is also

subject to change, as the Cake Tools team continually includes new products and services

that will align with the project’s mission.

This Whitepaper may not be used or communicated in jurisdictions where the

circumstances in the Whitepaper, the project mission, and the use cases of the Cake Tools

Token (CTK) are not welcomed for distribution and sales.

No content of this Whitepaper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus or a basis for

crowdfunding for the development of the broader Cake Tools economy. Instead, it is an

informational resource detailing the market opportunities and our response to fill the

loopholes created by existing market challenges.

None of the content of this Whitepaper directly or indirectly encourages investment

openings, and no particular investment recommendations are made to that effect.

Thereby, anyone reading or accessing the content of this Whitepaper does so to

understand what the Cake Tools project is all about. Any investment decisions made

thereafter are solely that of the readers and not an encouragement or coercion by the

Cake Tools team or any of our partners, as will be so-stated.

To that end, Cake Tools and all the entities and partners attached to it expressly disclaims

any liability or financial loss that may be accrued directly or indirectly as a result of sole

reliance on the analyses and content of this Whitepaper. We are also disclaiming any

direct or indirect loss of funds, damages, or personal information theft in any form

including:
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Disclaimer
Any inaccuracy or omission in the said information;

Overt reliance on the analyses, projections, and content of this Whitepaper; or

Any other resulting actions that may be brought in that regard.

With that being said, we encourage prospective investors in the Cake Tools project and

the Cake Tools Token (CKT) to always Do Your Own Research (DYOR) so they can make

independent and informed decisions on this project and all that is associated with it.
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